ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Because of the importance to individual, group, and organizational success, information systems research has examined ways to improve support for decision making for the last three decades. The research has generated a variety of information systems designed, developed, and implemented to provide the necessary support. In the process, there has been an evolution from simple data access and reporting to complex analytical, creative, and artificially intelligent support for decision making (Holsapple & Whinston, 1996) .
Much of the research and practice has occurred in specific disciplines, such as computer science, information systems, management science, and psychology, among others. Often, researchers and practitioners in one discipline have been unaware of important developments in the others. The independent disciplinary research and practice has led to a duplication of effort and a loss of synergy. As a result, there has been a proliferation of independent individual systems that support decision making in a framentary and incomplete manner.
Value can be created by identifying decision making support requirements and developing information systems that provide the necessary support in a comprehensive and integrated manner (Forgionne & Kohli, 1995; Kumar, 1999) . This chapter addresses these issues by formalizing the decision making process, isolating the phases and steps that require support, examining the information systems that have been created to provide the support, identifying the shortcomings in the support, and proffering decision making support systems that can close the gaps. Since the issues involve information and decision technology, the focus will be on decision making support system architectures and their role in decision making support.
BACKGROUND
Several frameworks have been developed to describe the human decision making process. The most popular is Simon's three-phase paradigm of intelligence, design, and choice (Simon, 1960) . This paradigm seems to be the most general, implying virtually all other proposed frameworks, and the Simon paradigm appears to have best withstood empirical testing (Borenstein, 1998; Martinsons, Davison, & Tse, 1999) . Such scrutiny, however, has suggested the expansion of the basic formulation to conclude with an implementation phase.
Decision Making Process
During the intelligence phase, the decision maker observes reality, gains a fundamental understanding of existing problems or new opportunities, and acquires the general quantitative and qualitative information needed to address the problems or opportunities. In the design phase, the decision maker develops a specific and precise model that can be used to systematically examine the discovered problem or opportunity. This model will consist of decision alternatives, uncontrollable events, criteria, and the symbolic or numerical relationships between these variables. Using the explicit models to logically evaluate the specified alternatives and to generate recommended actions constitutes the ensuing choice phase. During the subsequent implementation phase, the decision maker ponders the analyses and recommenda-tions, weighs the consequences, gains sufficient confidence in the decision, develops an implementation plan, secures needed financial, human, and material resources, and puts the plan into action. Figure 1 summarizes the phases and steps within the phases of the decision making process (Forgionne, 2000) . As this figure illustrates, the decision making process is continuous, even though the process involves discrete phases and steps. After the final choice is implemented, the decision maker should observe the new reality and, where appropriate, follow through with intelligence, design, choice, and implementation. Moreover, phase analyses may suggest the need for revisions at preceding phases. For example, analyses during choice may necessitate adjustments in the previous design. Such continuous monitoring and adjustment is similar to Simon's review phase. Conceptually, the decision making process applies in the same manner to individual or group decision making. In practice, group decision making must accommodate the communication-intensive aspects of cooperative problem-solving within and between organizations, use structured techniques to support voting, ranking, rating, and other methodologies for developing a consensus, and provide group and organizational collaboration support (Sauter, 1997) .
Process to Outcome Link
While some phases may be performed concurrently, decision making fundamentally is a sequential process. Design will require intelligence. Choice should not proceed without design. Implementation follows choice. Similarly, many steps within the phases typically must be performed sequentially. For example, decision alternatives must be evaluated before a recommendation can be developed.
Since an outcome can occur only after the final choice has been implemented, the decision outcome will be a function of (largely explained by) the decision making process. There can be an outcome to the organization (for example, improved performance) or the decision maker (for example, learned skills and abilities). That is, the decision outcome is defined as the set of results accruing to the organization and decision maker. The decision making process can be defined as the set of its phase activities, while each phase can be defined as the set of its step activities.
The process to outcome link suggests that outcomes to the decision maker and organization will depend on the completion of the process steps and phases (Forgionne, 1999) . By specifying these steps and phases, the decision maker can identify the activities that must be measured to evaluate decision outcomes properly (Raghunathan, 1999) . Such a specification ascertains the nature of the outcomes that must be measured. After the measurements are made, the outcome, phase, and step relationships will help to isolate the specific causes for particular decision outcomes (Balasubramanian, Nochur, Hendersen, & Kwan, 1999; Siskos & Spryridakos, 1999) .
It should be noted that the process to outcome link is independent of the specific decision approach or context. For example, many observed decision processes are political, with managers making up their mind first and trying to justify their opinions with further information gathering. Similarly, since the outcome of a decision is a consequence of the alternatives selected and the events that occur, a seemingly good selection can produce very bad outcomes if events are unforeseen or improperly specified. Nevertheless, the outcome still results from the process utilized, whatever its form.
MAIN THRUST OF THE CHAPTER
A variety of individual information systems have been offered to support users during the phases and steps of the decision making process (Mirchandani & Pakath, 1999) . Much can be learned about this support by examining the architectures of the offered individual systems. In the examination, particular information systems have been grouped into broader categories because the support functionality within categories is similar, if not identical. For example, since expert and case-based reasoning systems both rely on captured knowledge to provide support, these systems are categorized as knowledge-based systems (KBS). Similarly, neural networks and genetic algorithms both mimic physical learning and adaptation to provide support, so these systems are categorized as machine learning systems (MLS). Other forms of artificial intelligence, such as speech recognition and robotics, are excluded from the examination because they do not directly support the human decision making process.
Issues, Controversies, and Problems
Decision making support has evolved over time and across disciplines. Initial support was offered by a DSS, with the typical architecture shown in Figure 2 . In the typical DSS, the problem-pertinent data and models are captured and stored as inputs in the system. The decision maker utilizes computer technology to: (a) organize the data into problem parameters, (b) attach the parameters to a model, (c) use the model to simulate (experiment with) alternatives and events, and/or (d) find the best solution to the problem. Results are reported as parameter conditions (status reports), experimental forecasts, and/or recommended actions. Feedback from the user-controlled processing guides the decision maker to a problem solution, and created information and knowledge are stored as additional inputs for future or further processing. Applications have incorporated some or all of the typical DSS functionality.
The DSS concept presumes that the problem pertinent data and models have been created and made available to the system prior to user processing (Hooghiemstra, Kroon, Odijk, Salomon, & Zwaneveld, 1999) . It also assumes that the user can utilize the computer technology to perform the technical processing operations and computations required by the system (Lawrence & Sim, 1999) . In fact, DSS users rarely have the technical skill to recognize, capture, and process pertinent data and models or to interpret the results of the models' processing within the problem context. Providing technical assistants has alleviated but not resolved these problems, and such an approach has created additional implementation barriers. In short, the DSS concept offers little direct support for the intelligence, early design, and implementation phases of decision making.
Problem-pertinent data will be available from external as well as internal sources. To be useful for decision making, these data must be identified, located, captured, stored, accessed, and interpreted (Seely & Targett, 1999 
Figure 2: Decision support system (DSS)
housing can be used to facilitate access and reporting, while data mining can help with the interpretation function. The EIS concept, with the typical architecture shown in Figure 3 , can deliver these data access, reporting, and interpretation functions to the decision maker in an intuitive and appealing manner.
As Figure 3 illustrates, a typical EIS captures and stores as inputs, either physically or as views of the data warehouse, problem-pertinent external and internal data, the descriptive statistical models needed to organize the data, and the statistical or other mathematical models that will be used to mine the captured data. The 
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Figure 3: Executive information system (EIS)
decision maker utilizes computer technology to: (a) organize the data into specified broad categories, (b) view (slice and dice) the data from interesting perspectives, (c) generate "warnings" for the decision maker by scanning current trends, and (d) mine the data for less obvious relationships. Results are reported as category summaries (status reports), sliced and diced details (drill down reports), and/or suggested problem parameters (events). Feedback from the user-controlled processing guides the decision maker to a general problem understanding, and the created parameters are stored as additional inputs for future or further processing. Applications have incorporated some or all of the typical EIS functionality. For example, a geographical information system (GIS) can be thought of as an EIS that focuses on data access and reporting functionality for problems that involve spatial dimensions or can usefully be examined in a spatial manner. In this case, pertinent data would also include spatial information, such as the location of regions and the geographic attributes of the regions.
The user should exit EIS (or GIS) processing with a general understanding of the problem or opportunity and with relevant problem information (such as general objectives, range of decision alternatives, and range of pertinent events). Additional decision analysis beyond EIS (or GIS) processing will be required to explicitly formulate the problem and complete the decision making process. Put another way, an EIS (or GIS) directly supports only the intelligence phase of decision making.
Technical and domain expertise will be needed to recognize, formulate, and solve most complex and significant decision problems or opportunities. Although such expertise will be available within and outside an organization, the expertise may be difficult, costly, and time-consuming to locate, access, and utilize. The corresponding knowledge, however, can be acquired, embedded within a KBS, and the system can be used to capture, store, and deliver the expertise to the decision maker (Ayyub, 2001) . Figure 4 shows the typical architecture for a KBS.
As Figure 4 indicates, a typical KBS captures and stores as inputs problempertinent knowledge, either from experts, cases, or other sources, and the models (inference engine or reasoning mechanisms) needed to draw problem solution inferences from the knowledge. The decision maker utilizes computer technology to: (a) access problem knowledge, (b) structure the problem facts, and (c) simulate expertise. Results are reported as problem conditions (status reports), decision advice, and/or explanation for the solicited facts and the rendered advice. Feedback from the user-controlled processing guides the decision maker to useful decision alternatives, a system evaluation of the alternatives, and a selection of the most preferable alternative. Created knowledge is stored as an additional input for future or further processing. In other words, a KBS directly supports some of the design and most of the choice phases of decision making. Specifically, a KBS facilitates problem structuring and the evaluation and selection of alternatives.
Since decision making is a sequential and continuous process, learning will be essential to the successful completion of the process. Users will learn from their interactions with a KBS (or other individual decision making support system) and, in the process, gain skills that can be applied to future decision making tasks. Applying learning to the solution of the current problem, however, often will require system support (Steiger, 1998) . Machine learning systems can provide such support by mimicing the learning processes of physical systems.
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Inference engine or reasoning mechanism Figure 5 gives the typical architecture of a machine learning system. As this figure illustrates, a typical MLS captures and stores as inputs problem-specific data and learning models (such as neural networks and genetic algorithms). The decision
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Learning mechanism maker utilizes computer technology to: (a) organize the problem data, (b) structure (operationalize) the learning model, and (c) simulate learning. Results are reported as problem conditions (status reports), forecasted problem outcomes, and/or an explanation of the learning logic. Feedback from the user-controlled processing guides the decision maker through the systematic and logical evaluation of alternatives required during the choice phase of decision making and provides additional problem-specific data. Created problem data are stored as additional inputs for future or further processing. Besides learning, creativity often is needed to successfully complete the decision making process (Keys, 2000) . While the previous systems free decision makers to concentrate on the creative aspects of decision making, they do not provide direct support for the creative process (Savransky, 2001 ). Since decision makers may not be inherently creative, support for creativity can considerably enhance their decision making process. A creativity enhancing system (CES), with the typical architecture shown in Figure 6 , offers such support (Forgionne, Clements, & Newman, 1995) . Figure 6 shows that a typical CES captures and stores as inputs problemspecific ideas and concepts and creativity enhancing tools. Ideas and concepts may come from conventional wisdom, documents detailing standard operating procedures, case studies, or other sources, while creativity enhancing tools include morphological analysis, metaphors, divergent thinking mechanisms, brainstorming, calculus, and other methodologies. The decision maker utilizes computer technology to: (a) organize (chiefly, categorize and classify) the problem ideas and concepts, (b) structure ideas and concepts into problem elements and relationships, and (c) simulate conceptual problem solutions. Results are reported as problem elements (status reports), the problem's conceptual structure (criteria, alternatives, events, and relationships), and/or forecasted outcomes from the conceptual analyses. Feedback from the user-controlled processing guides the decision maker through the design stages of the decision making process and identifies the parties affected by the conceptual analyses. This identification helps the decision maker to develop an implementation plan and put the plan into action. Created problem elements and structures are stored as additional inputs for future or further processing.
The major individual systems and their primary and direct support are summarized in Table 1 . An examination of this table shows that none of the individual systems offers complete and integrated support for all phases and steps of the decision making process. In some cases, such support may be unnecessary. For illstructured, complex, and significant problems, especially at the strategic level, the decision maker will need assistance during the entire decision making process. This realization has encouraged researchers to seek the synergistic effects that can be achieved by combining the functionalities of the individual systems. The result has been the development of the various integrated systems for decision making support, summarized in Table 2 .
As Table 2 indicates, each integrated system, such as an ESS or MSS, integrates the functionality of particular individual systems to provide decision making support.
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Figure 6: Creativity enhancing system (CES)
While the integrated functionality has created more complete and unified decision making support, the suggested synergies still leave significant gaps in decision making support. For example, an IDSS still leaves gaps in design support, while an MSS does not provide creativity support. With even more system choices available than previously, the decision maker and/or staff are forced to match the relevant functionality with his/her/their decision making support needs. Decision makers and/ or staff may be ill-equipped to make these selections and design, build, and implement the desired system. 
Solutions and Recommendations
An alternative strategy is to create one decision making support system that synthesizes the main features and functions from Table 1 and 2's decision making support systems but which can be tailored to the particular requirements of the user faced with a specific decision problem or opportunity. A decision technology system (DTS) has been proposed to support this alternative strategy. Figure 7 gives a generalized architecture of a DTS.
As Figure 7 illustrates, a DTS has three major inputs. There is a data base, knowledge base, and model base. The data base contains the data directly relevant to the decision problem, including the values for the uncontrollable events, decision alternatives, and decision criteria. The knowledge base holds problem knowledge, such as formulas for converting available data into the problem's parameters, guidance for selecting decision alternatives and problem relationships, or advice in interpreting possible outcomes. The model base is a repository for the formal (tabular, graphic, conceptual, or mathematical) models of the decision problem and the methodology for developing results (simulations and solutions) from the formal models.
Decision makers utilize computer technology (hardware and software) to process the inputs into problem-relevant outputs. The DTS can use problem ideas, concepts, and knowledge drawn from the knowledge base to assist users in performing these processing tasks. Processing will involve: (a) organizing problem parameters-accessing the data base, extracting the decision data, and organizing the information in the form needed by the solution model and methodology; (b) structuring the decision problem-accessing the model base, retrieving the appropriate decision model, and operationalizing (attaching organized parameters to) the decision model; (c) simulating policies and events-using the operationalized decision model to perform the computations needed to simulate outcomes from user-specified alternatives and then identifying the alternative (or alternatives) that best meets the decision criterion (or criteria) among those tested; and (d) finding the best problem solution-accessing the model base, retrieving the appropriate solution method, and using the retrieved method to systematically determine the alternative (or alternatives), among all possible alternatives, that best meets the decision criterion (or criteria). Processing will generate status reports, forecasts, recommendations, and explanations. The status reports will identify relevant uncontrollable events, decision alternatives, and decision criteria and show the current values for these problem elements. Forecasts will report the events and alternatives specified in the simulations and the resulting projected values of the decision criteria. The recommendations will suggest the values for the decision alternatives that best meet the decision criteria and the corresponding criteria values under current and forecasted values for the uncontrollable events. Explanations will justify the recommendations and offer advice on further processing. Such advice may include suggestions on interpreting the output and guidance for examining additional scenarios.
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Figure 7: Decision technology system (DTS)
The DTS provides both input and output feedback to the user. Input feedback from the processing provides additional data, knowledge, and models that may be useful for future decision making. Output feedback (which can include outcomes, cognitive information, task models, and what-if, goal-seeking, and other types of sensitivity analyses) is used to extend or modify the original analyses and evaluations.
In practice, a decision maker may desire all or only some of the functionality involved in Figure 7 's general DTS architecture. This figure, then, can serve as a guideline to tailor system design and development for the specific decision problem. Starting with basic decision making support, such design and development may evolve into the general architecture as the decision maker's needs and requirements mature. Figure 7 's general DTS architecture can support all phases of the decision making process in a complete, integrated, and continuous manner. Critical problem data can be captured in a DTS data base. The DTS can be used to organize this captured information, generate timely focused reports, and project trends. Such processing helps the decision maker to quickly monitor the decision environment, set objectives, and evaluate the processed information for opportunities or problems, thereby supporting the intelligence phase of decision making.
Accounting, economic, and information science constructs, OR/MS models, and statistical methodologies can be captured in a DTS model base. The DTS, augmented by the managers' (or perhaps staff) insights and judgements, can be used to process these captured constructs and models into criteria, events, and alternatives needed to formulate a model of the decision problem. Additional processing with the captured statistical methodologies can estimate the parameters required to operationalize the formulated decision problem model, thereby supporting the design phase of decision making. The formulated models, again augmented by the managers' insights and judgements, are used to evaluate alternatives in a systematic and analytic fashion and to recommend alternatives, thereby supporting the choice phase of decision making.
Decision technology systems (DTS) can provide the analyses in vivid detail with tables, graphs, and other supporting material. Such supporting material will increase the decision maker's confidence in the recommendations, improve the decision maker's perception of support system effectiveness, and enable the decision maker to better explain, justify, and communicate the decisions during implementation, thereby supporting the implementation phase of decision making.
DTS interactive feedback loops make it relatively easy for management to support the decision making process in a continuous and dynamic manner. Along with the original analyses and evaluations, the feedback loops also increase the users' confidence in the recommendations and enable the decision maker to better explain, justify, and communicate the decisions during implementation.
By organizing captured data, generating timely focused reports, and projecting trends, the DTS provides problem-specific information. Structuring the decision model with the DTS accesses virtual expertise that helps the user to gain knowledge about the decision problem. DTS simulations, optimizations, and sensitivity analyses transform the knowledge into wisdom (understanding and insight) about the problem and its solution.
FUTURE TRENDS
Realizing the DTS promise presents significant technical and management challenges, problem-pertinent data, models, and knowledge must be identified, located, retrieved, and captured. Intelligent data warehousing and mining can support the data retrieval tasks, and it may be possible to adapt these methodologies for model and knowledge retrieval support. Differences in data, knowledge, and model structures, however, may necessitate the development of new methodologies for knowledge and model retrieval tasks.
Integration offers an additional challenge. Currently, there are tools available to support some, but not all, of the integration tasks involved in DTS. Most of these tools rely on a linked approach, with several individual systems offering inputs for output processing by the others. For example, an EIS tool may be used to generate data for a DSS generator, and the DSS generator, perhaps with the aid of an ES shell, may be used to evaluate alternatives. In other cases, the integration may proceed in an embedded fashion with one system consisting of modules or components that share the relevant information and processing task to achieve the decision making support. In the future, we can expect the integrated system to include modules that will eliminate or greatly reduce existing support gaps.
Also, it will be challenging to collect and deliver the tools and to manage the design, development, and implementation effort. Agents and object-oriented methods can be used to capture the tools and make them available for system operation. The resulting system, however, will profoundly challenge the nature of the decision maker's work as well as altering the structure of the organization. By providing complete and integrated decision making support, a DTS will enable the decision maker to perform technical tasks previously outsourced to specialists. The result may be an organization with fewer hierarchical levels and smaller staffs.
Further, it will be necessary to strongly integrate the DTS with other information systems that: (a) provide the data for the decision analyses (such as transaction processing and management information systems) and (b) communicate findings and suggested actions to affected parties (such as groupware and other management communication systems). While such intersystem integration is commonplace among the individual decision making and the data processing and communication systems, this intersystem sharing will be even more crucial for DTS success. That's because a DTS has wider and deeper information requirements than an individual or less integrated decision making support system.
CONCLUSION
Over the years, support for decision making has taken a variety of forms. As the forms have evolved, decision making support has become more comprehensive and integrated. Today, there are many system choices available, and matching the appropriate system to the particular problem or opportunity has created a new task for management.
The evolution has illustrated the synergistic value that can be achieved through higher levels of functional integration. This chapter has presented a DMSS architecture, the DTS, that can offer a mechanism to consolidate the advances and promote a revolution in management. The proposed system has also created significant research opportunities-determining the best integration strategy, identifying the best design and development tools to achieve the strategy, and examining the impact of integrated decision support on management, decision making, and organizational structure, among others. It also clarifies the needs to: (a) have effective and efficient information reporting and communication systems in place and (b) integrate the decision making support systems with information reporting and communication systems.
